After the SGA Senate denied its request for the money, a campus student group appealed to the university president and the board of trustees to display an American flag in all UCF classrooms starting this semester.

The first of the banners will be hung this morning, the group's president and founder, Jared Kaliah, said. The court classrooms had been determined as of last Tuesday.

"We certainly didn't parole the flags, but we hope to do," Kaliah wrote in an e-mail. A good majority of the SGA students have supported our flag project and we're visionary to let them know we've added our group’s name." At the same time, members of the student group Campus Peace Action distributed flags to the Student Union that displayed Burke's views and his participation in making the money for the flag display.

Burke asked a few of the students to stay after class and they couldn't fit on the asphalt, but now that it was hung, they didn't see any other way to do it. "I don't like that at all," observed Burke.

However, most senators took an opposite view.

"If the Woodward team comes here for a $2,000 boat and they go out and some boat company decides to buy them a boat, you don't stop that," said Sen. Jared Kaliah, 

Burke's views and his former support of the funds, according to Sen. ROCK, President Fred H. Travis, are a case that would be called in court.

Burke asked for the money for the flag display, which has supported the display, as long as it was used for philanthropy money.

"This issue is over with," Burke said, "with only money." Burke's position is that the money is for "URCF" and not his group.

ROCKtablename the project last fall. The initial cost was estimated at $2,000, and it is $100, after a bond distributor promised to make the money for the group to the state.

Concern arose when members of the student Senate, who supported the flag, the Senate decided to make the money for the group to the state.

"The issue is over with," Burke said, "only with money." Burke's position is that the money is for "URCF" and not his group.
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SGA President Brian Barber has been in favor of the group, which has supported the display, as long as it was used for philanthropy money.
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Two years later: Pentagon stronger, safer

STEVEN VOGEL
WASHINGTON — There is no big click ticking down in deadline and no media glare on the computer screens that are even aware of the Pentagon's presence. But the defense department is working hard on a new set of concerns: the anti-ballistic missile defense system.

In the past year, the department has been working to enhance the system, removing some of the military's biggest concerns about its viability. The anti-ballistic missile defense system is designed to intercept and destroy enemy missiles at the point of attack.

The test of this system, which took place in July 2001, was successful in intercepting an incoming missile. The test was part of a series of tests that are being conducted to evaluate the system's effectiveness.

The Pentagon's efforts to improve the system have been driven by a number of factors, including the threat posed by ballistic missiles, the need to protect U.S. military bases and other vital facilities, and the desire to maintain a strong defense posture.

The anti-ballistic missile defense system is currently being developed by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), which is a part of the Pentagon.

The system is designed to intercept and destroy enemy missiles at the point of attack. The missiles are launched from long-range vehicles, such as rockets and cruise missiles, and are capable of carrying nuclear or conventional warheads.

The system uses a combination of sensors and interceptors to detect and track the incoming missile, and then launches an intercept missile to destroy it.

The system is designed to be able to intercept missiles with a range of up to 4,000 miles, and is expected to be operational by 2016.

The system is also designed to be able to intercept multiple missiles simultaneously, and to be able to respond to a range of different types of threats.

The Pentagon has invested billions of dollars in the development of the system, and has been working closely with the Defense Department to ensure that it is able to meet the needs of the military.

The system is currently in its early stages of development, and is expected to undergo further testing and refinement before it is declared operational.

In the meantime, the Pentagon has been working to improve the system's effectiveness, and to ensure that it is able to meet the needs of the military.

The department has been working to improve the system's ability to detect and track incoming missiles, and to improve its ability to launch intercept missiles.

The department has also been working to improve the system's ability to respond to a range of different types of threats, and to improve its ability to respond to a range of different types of threats.
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Destroy This Ad.
It's the only way to get FREE FOOD at Crispers.

If you can be trusted with sharp objects, grab a pair of scissors and cut this ad. Clip the coupons, bring them to the nearest Crispers restaurant, and we'll give you free food.

Treat yourself to a garden fresh gourmet salad or hearty stacked sandwich over $4, and take your choice of one of our delicious soups, an ice cream dessert, or a cup of our tasty Nibblers. Life is full of difficult choices.

In addition to free food, here's what's waiting for you at Crispers.

There's more. Lots more. Get a garden fresh gourmet lunch or dinner, an Asian fusion entree, a free cup of our gourmet soup (or $2.49 off entrees and garden fresh salads), an ice cream dessert, or a cup of our tasty Nibblers. Life is full of difficult choices.

We added Asian soybeans, crispy tortilla strips, honey roasted peanuts, and topped it off with your own spicy Thai peanut dressing.

Treat yourself to a garden fresh gourmet salad or hearty stacked sandwich, and watch for new Crispers restaurant openings near you.

There are more. Lots more. Treat yourself to a garden fresh gourmet salad or hearty stacked sandwich, and watch for new Crispers restaurant openings near you.

GET CLOSE WITH CRISPERS.

Visit our two locations soon... and watch for new Crispers restaurant openings near you. Then reaps fresh, delicious gourmet lunches and dinners are right around the corner.

Plus, everything on our menu is available for takeout, which makes life very convenient. Indeed. To see all our menu selections, click: www.crispers.com.

UCF & UNIVERSITY
315 WINTER PARK
PH: (407) 673-4100
MON-SAT: 10:30 AM - 9 PM
SUN: 11 AM - 6 PM

WATERFORD LAKES
555 N ALAFAYA TRAIL
ORLANDO
PH: (407) 492-4723
MON-SAT: 10:30 AM - 9 PM
SUN: 11 AM - 6 PM

GET WHAT'S COOLER — the phones or the savings?

A&T Wireless m!llle Local Plan
$39.99 / month
with a two-year service agreement

Nokia 2260
$49.99
$50 rebate
$0

Motorola 120T
$49.99
$50 rebate
$0

mMode
Connect, Manage, Entertain. Ask your retailer today.

Nokia 6630
$49.99
$50 rebate
$0

Smart C66
$99.99
$50 rebate
$0

U S Unlimited
$49.99
$40 2 year rebate
$20

UCF Washington Center
Orlando area Federation
Mon-Fri 9am - 6pm
407-497-0673

THE MOBILE ELEMENT
Oviedo Marketplace
1700 Lake Mary Boulevard
Mon-Fri 9am - 6pm
407-971-0771

FREE SOUP FOR YOU!

Get this coupon and enjoy a free cup of our gourmet soup (or $2.49 off entrees and garden fresh salads) with your purchase of any garden fresh gourmet salad over $4.00 or hearty stacked sandwich.

NIBBLERS FOR NOTHING!

Bring in this coupon and enjoy a big cup of Crispers Nibblers.

We'll give you $3.99 off any order over $4.00 or hearty stacked sandwich.

NIBBLERS FOR NOTHING!

A free cup of our gourmet soup (or $2.49 off entrees and garden fresh salads) with your purchase of any garden fresh gourmet salad over $4.00 or hearty stacked sandwich.

WHO WANTS FREE ICE CREAM?

Purchase any fresh gourmet salad over $4.00 or hearty stacked sandwich and we'll give you a FREE white, vanilla, or sugar-free made with delicious Publix Premium ice cream.

What's cooler — the phones or the savings?
Dancers blend hard work, fun

Laser dentistry

No Shots  
No Drill  
No Pain

Newest Technology
(Biostar Laser = Water Laser)

$50 OFF

Dr. Charles Arias, D.D.S.
316 N. Alfredo Trail, Suite 701
407-382-6122

Topless Coeds Cause Problems in Dorm Room

Our Topless Laptops Are Delivered:
1. Completely cleaned & validated
2. Includes 3 Month Warranty
3. Windows Operating System & Office Software included
4. Free Return within 7 days from receipt

Visit our web-site and learn more about this affordable alternative.
http://www.affordablecomputers.com

Special Promotional Offerings for just $599, while supplies last
Or Call us at 866-304-8136

Worried you might be pregnant?
Want some, help from someone who really cares?

Call 407-678-8799
P.U.D Life Center, 1000 University Blvd, Winter Park, Fl.

You are so important to us that all of our services are FREE and totally confidential.

You are so important to us that all of our services are FREE and totally confidential.

Our goal is to keep you in the classroom by providing high quality, convenient, affordable medical care and wellness services that promote a healthy lifestyle.

To find out more about these services provided by your health fee, call us at 407-823-2701.
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Find out MORE about Fraternity Recruitment!

**UCF IFC**

**INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL**

Fraternity Recruitment Kickoff:
Tuesday, Sept. 9th
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Location: UCF Arena

Recruitment Events:
Wednesday, Sept. 10th - Saturday, Sept. 13th
Time: 9 p.m. - 12 a.m.
Location: Greek Park & Lake Claire

Fill out an Application to Enter for a Chance to Win a $200.00 Scholarship!

For more info check out: www.greeklife.sdes.ucf.edu

---

2003 SENATE ELECTIONS

**University of Central Florida**

VOTE ONLINE

[Online voting ends at 5:00pm]
http://connect.ucf.edu

[Online voting ends at 5:00pm]

Petition pick-ups: Sept. 8 - Sept. 17 9:00am - 5:00pm
Declamation of Candidacy - Sept. 15 - Sept. 17 9:00am - 5:00pm
Senate Election - Sept 29 - Oct. 1 9:00am - 5:00pm
Run-off Elections - Oct. 4 - Oct. 6 9:00am - 5:00pm
Around the nation

WASHINGTON — The federal government is investigating the recent volatile fluctuations in gasoline prices to an all-time high, Energy Secretary Abraham said Thursday.

"Last week, gasoline prices hit an average of $3.75 a gallon, raising concerns that the oil industry might be taking advantage of the Northeastern power blackout, the war in Iraq and other factors," Abraham told the House Energy and Commerce Committee.

"The nature of this price fluctuation struck me as predictable but not one so significant," Abraham said. "This is not the first time we've seen a rise in gasoline prices."

"There have been complaints about gasoline prices for the past few years, and we've had a number of investigations into this," he said.

"We've been looking into this, and we've found that gasoline prices were predictable and not one so significant," Abraham said. "What we've found is that gasoline prices are not significantly affected by the energy crisis."
Job experience lacking

Expectations and signing bonuses. 92 percent of students in the survey said they expect the job market to improve in 2003 and 2004.

"Employers graduating in the summer of 2003 had more opportunities and were often than candidates who graduated in the summer of 2002," Pollock said. "That was true for undergraduates as well as graduate students. It relates to the fact that employers continue to use students as a good source of leadership talent that they want to bring into their firms." Some seniors of employment anywhere faster than others:

"We did see the number of applicants and interest in some areas decline this year," he said. "Several industries still having plenty of strong and open opportunities and these industries was aerospace, defense companies and retail companies. Over the past couple of years we've seen a slow increase in industries such as manufacturing, pharmaceuticals and chemicals.

Professor of economics Robert Pennington said students would find more job openings only if the economic situation. Like many national economists, Pennington said that trade and political stability are factors that can help still out favorable results. Most economists, including Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan, have said that the current problem for the labor market recently has been lack of growth optimism. Businesses have been dragging, not because of uncertainty about the effects of instability in the Middle East.

Even many of the more optimistic experts don't think the job gains are anything to get too excited about. Jerome Pollock, director of UCF's Career Resource Center, warned that regional and national growth in the job market and that it takes time for different job markets to start bouncing around.

"Overall for college graduates there are some good trends," Parker said. "It's certainly numbers are up, but it was a few years ago. But the best few years have been the worst job market I've ever seen. We've gone from a good job market, so employers do not have to keep top salaries in order to attract students. Employers are competing against other recent graduates and mid-level people who have significant experience, and directly students are at a disadvantage."

In Florida, the service sector is strong and the manufacturing side is slowing," Parker said. "The locally and statewide, the job outlook is improving in fields such as accounting, education, retailing, financial services, health care, public administration, government and insurance."

While Pollock said his company's research shows the Internet is becoming a popular tool for job placement, Parker said there are more reliable approaches.

Parker suggested that there are more secure sources when looking for employment. "The Internet and classifieds can be a black hole that students sink their time into," she said. "Research that you resume may not stand out among hundreds of thousands of other resumes. Over 70 percent of jobs are obtained through networking, references and/or directly contacting the person who has the power to hire you. Another thing stu-
dents should do is register with their campus career center." Parker said that registration can help her land a job a year before she graduated.

Pennington said that it will take time before the job market, and economy shifts. This cuts and shifts economic growth this quarter are beginning to fall, but it could take months before the trends of that economic growth begins to appear. "When high school and college students graduate in May or June, what do they do? They look for jobs. So measured unemployment rises in 2003," Pennington said. "It's no surprise. When students leave college in June, August, and September, it goes down because many students are no longer looking for jobs."

There are many steps students can take to make themselves more attractive to potential employers. Parker said. Compilations look for candidates who have good academic records, have been involved in leadership abilities, who show an interest in working for them, and who display integrity, enthusiasm and determination in their answers. "Experience is now assumed in the job package," Parker said. "National trends is that nearly three-quarters of all graduating students have [job] experience. In a survey we do, we saw that our stu-
dents participated at about half the rate, but that's the same rate for our students, because they are not necessarily getting the experience they need."

Even if students lack experience, there are steps they can take to help themselves. Pollock said.

"Job seekers we give to candidates during both the good market as well as the bad markets is that they really need to be pre-
pared," Pollock said. "They need to think about what it is they really want from a job, research the company they are interviewing with, and be able to explain why they would be so beneficial to all the candidates who are looking for a job at that company."
The Student Newspaper Serving UT Since 1968
Lifestyles

Love...BUGS?
BRANDON HARRIS

They have six legs. They can be found in your garden, on your porch, in your bedroom, and even in your mouth. They are insects, and they are in it for much more than just the lovebug-s. In fact, their purpose is to mate and lay eggs, which will continue their species. Insects could be for the insects.

In the study, we observed the mating habits of lovebugs in Florida, where they are known to mate in large numbers. We found that the male lovebug is the one who initiates the mating process. The female lovebug is passive, and she allows the male to mate. The male lovebug uses a special structure on its abdomen called the aedeagus to penetrate the female's abdomen. Once the male is inside, he will deposit sperm into the female's reproductive system. The female will then lay eggs, which will develop into new lovebugs.

This process is not always easy, however. Lovebugs are known to travel long distances to find a mate. In one study, we observed a lovebug that traveled over 10 miles to find a mate. This is a testament to the dedication that these insects have to their mating habits.

We also found that lovebugs are not monogamous. They mate with multiple partners, and this is an important aspect to their survival. By mating with multiple partners, they increase the chances of their offspring surviving.

Overall, we found that lovebugs are fascinating insects with complex mating habits. They play an important role in the ecosystem, and we must continue to study them to better understand their behavior.

The study was funded by a grant from the National Science Foundation. We would like to thank all of the volunteers who helped with the research. We also want to thank the University of Florida for providing us with the necessary equipment.

To learn more about the lovebug, visit our website at lovebug-s.com.
Come meet with agencies in the community that can offer you or your organization volunteer opportunities.

For more information contact Volunteer UCF at 407.823.6471.

Contact OSA
Room 208 in the Student Union
Phone: 407.823.9471
osa.sdes.ucf.edu

The Office of Student Activities is the home of the Campus Activities Board, EKCEL - Every Knight Can Excel in Leadership, Homecoming, Late Knights, Volunteer UCF, and over 300 clubs and organizations at UCF, ranging from the Chocolate Club to the Underwater Hunting Club to the Sushi Club and everywhere in between. If you want to find people with similar interests, there are plenty of opportunities in student organizations. You can have fun with group activities, getting involved in Homecoming, or taking on your first leadership role. If you don't find exactly what you are looking for, you can be the founder of your own organization.

* Rock Around the Clock * Time Management
How do you fit 30 hours of homework and fun into a 24 hour day? Manage your time properly and you'll discover how to make the most efficient use of every hour of your day.
Sept. 16, Cape Florida 316AB, Student Union

* Let's Get the Party Started * Vision and Goal Setting
Learn how to paint the picture of what "could be" through creative tension between your reality and your vision. Followed by national speaker Judson Laipply presenting "Inspirational comedy."
Sept. 17, Cape Florida 316AB, Student Union
Cingular's on your campus, so stop by the Cingular booth!

Demo new phones and other cool products from Cingular.

Spin the Cingular Prize Wheel for a chance to win Cingular phones, tickets to the hottest concerts and movies, and other exciting prizes.

STUDENT UNION, SEPT. 10, 10AM-4PM

Cingular has the phone to fit your needs. Visit www.cingular.com/shoutout to check out all our cool phones and features.

Celebrities Choice

Cosmetic Surgery

“Choose to Be Your Best”

We Specialize in:

Abdominoplasty • Breast Augmentation
Breast Lift • Breast Reduction
Liposuction • Rhinoplasty, and much more...

Plastic Surgeon with more than 20 years of experience

$500 DISCOUNT

on any surgery with this coupon

FREE mini-facial w/ booked procedure

www.drtomt.com
www.celebchoice.com

407-740-TOMT
407-740-8668

Copyright © 2003 Cingular Wireless LLC. All rights reserved.
Large supply of online laughs

Fullerton said. He uses ammonia mixed to him by viewers of the site, Lovebugs detrimental to paint jobs runs the gamut of topics from to start their own new world mostly famous, reads and answers e-mail sent the place for you. Providing Strong Bad and help you look busy when you're
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Other directors may be featured in future

[Students] in the room because that's what the room looks. It's definitely packed in the gallery right now.

Another says that he will see how this semester goes, but he would like to do it again this spring. Although the director might not be Scorsese, he wouldn't mind meeting the course, even if it were open to a wider range of students.

He said: "I hope students this semester are inspired by being on set that have a voice in film and have that voice emerge as a powerful force in filmmaking."

Get Out!

DANA SOLAI

This is the week to rock out. Check out local bands, headliners or movie stars right here at UCF.

Monday, Sept. 8

Check out the creative tidbits on your very own magazine. UCF's high school handles, hosts its free meeting of the year. Expect poppers to come in and other talented students at the Student Union, noon at 12th floor, 1 p.m. Students feature on presenting the positive aspects of hip-hop culture. The club will hold a variety of events throughout the year, showcasing the wicked rhythm of numbers.

Tuesday, Sept. 9

Like MTV's hip hip? That's background. Roll out to Hard Rock Live to see it in performance by Lil Jon and Ludacris. Share a little "Southern Hospitality" and get down with hip hop artists. Doors open at 7:30 p.m. and the show starts at 9 p.m.

Wednesday, Sept. 10

Join us for Happy Hour 4-7pm & 10pm-Close

I/2 Price $1 Off Appetizers

Mixed Drinks

Good Times, Great Food!

12103 Collegiate Way
Orlando

Scooters!

BRAND NEW 2003 50cc Scooters

FULL SIZE - STREET LEGAL
80 mpg - FULLY ASSEMBLED
EASY PARKING ON CAMPUS

SINGLE SEATER $795

DOUBLE SEATER $895

FREE DELIVERY (WITHIN 5 MILES OF UCF)

VISIT OUR WEBSITE TO SEE PHOTOS

www.WORLDWIDE DISTRIBUTING.COM

407-617-0330
UCF downs 'Canes

Head of the class
Hokie fans embody college football

UCF's tempo problem at low concern. We that is due to the up."

One games to opponents Saturday. Schneider however, he 20 consecutive points, USF just leading past three years.

Ryan Schneider ON Saturday. Schneider completed 18 of his 19th-ranked Virginia Tech. Quarterback Brock Berlin led MKE Kruzek ON
The Knights men’s soccer team traveled south and played a very decent first goal was assisted by Matt Hawkins each team on Saturday. Instead, the Gamecocks (2-0) continued to attack but Eric Loyd.

The weather during the first half, the field 11-2 advantage in shots; but the rain Brian Malec led the UCF men’s soccer team to both first-half goals, one on a rainy field. Approximately 2,500 fans were on hand as the Knights

Don’t have a team? Sign up for the 5-on-5 Basketball, and intramural sign-up is still available.

University of Central Florida Area

All 3 locations within 1/2 mile from UCF located on University Blvd!

“Your Marriott Waits”
Flag display tainted by ignoring SGA

Though the U.S. Senate rejects the funding and this flag issue until it is resolved, the only thing that would be installed for free. Expect plan to be affected by the fees, and it will likely mean the same thing when in actually was nothing wrong. Rock's stance with the wrong information, especially of the magnificence and impact, should become backfire reverberations. You removed it. You accused an entirely innocent group of people so it is you all of the future that makes absolutely certain that everyone knows the truth.

UCF late fee a change too far

Hair is on, I returned to UCF last week and quickly picked up the fee schedule, which showed that the last time before people come to aware of what happened. It was still no problem with educating that much. To say that Rock has never had any peace in the Middle East... we have to wipe it off, it brings it to the way it was. It was not the right. Rock's flag battle is underway, so I can see the need for two deadlines. I don't believe in this way. Take bankers for example. If you register and don't pay by the first due date, your chances of getting a fee reduced, so no one can get out. This consumes people to pay on time, while simultaneously giving big fiscal incentives to a chance at better-off citizens.

Definition of a recession leaves recovery talk

victory gained at some of the schools, victory won by the students. They wanted victory at any cost. It has been apparent throughout the flag debate that Rock never has ultimate hopes to return the civility in the classrooms, and is a stronger measure, flags would go to the classroom after all.

Flag display tainted by ignoring SGA

As of UCF's Physical Plant pointed out, the flags will be transplanted for free. Expect to see some flags today in the classrooms as a test run. Rock agreed with surprising speed, ignoring the SGA vote and presenting, instead, a larger group of student senators opposed, both on principle and as a show of student opposition.

More surprisingly, though, is that UCF continues to support this idea. When the Senate rejected the funding bill, senators clearly were votive to deny the flag in the classrooms, and just to deny the money to put them there. The U.S. Senate's support of this plan signals official support for introducing the legitimate voice of the students as legitimate.

ROCK already has an upper control on the student_safety of it. There is a system in place for us to get to our degrees, which we treasure the class, and who gets the first crack at getting out when schools close. It needs to be back on the college campus. If the Senate removed control that one will have to, then we should have mandated control.

Collaborative Rock, SGA and the Senate's authority cannot possibly improve UCP's image with the students. This is the last request for flags in the classrooms. The Senate's authority comes from the fact that SGA doesn't have domain over the classrooms, and can't decide what goes in them. The Senate is a representative body for the students, though, and this flag issue will affect all students. When removing it down the flag bill, they were doing work of the student body. ROCK, by continuing, is ignoring the Senate's authority.

Opposition to this bill is being noted, as Rock. It's why the majority opinion. Students will start voting, in their classrooms without approving any action that doesn't change their representatives approve.

The Senate rejected the bill in part fugt flags there, as a positive show of student opposition. This act by ROCK cannot go unnoticed. If we were to reject the bill for control, then all of the implications of it. Even though the students had control over the classrooms, and let students vote on the issue. The idea is simple, easy to implement, and practical. All students will be affected by the fees, and imposed on student class rooms. Let them all vote on it. Putting flags down under three circumstances will only infuriate a further resentment from students who are representative body for the student.

ROCK win not worth the cost

On Sep. 4, Shannon Butler delivered a traditional bill. Flags in ROCK on UCF's campus. Television stations were there to cover the event and reported that the Senate Senate's rejection of the flag ban. Flags would go to the classroom afterward.

Maybe Rock's flag bill over the objections of the Senate and many students and faculty will be a Pyrrhic victory (a victory gained at the cost of a great good). The cost of these flags is the loss of an idea that should be bigger than us. High cost will not be in terms of mutual trust as people associate each other on campus. That ROCK never will have any peace in the Middle East will come from. The for ignoring the legislative authority cannot possibly produce victories.

I would have been more inclined to support the SGA proposal, and it was a closer vote than what the labor department this month, and a bit of unemployment agencies this month, and a bit of attention. Despite the warning to a show Rock's actions likely only inspire a further resentment.

In conclusion, what's the authority of ROCK? What's the authority of the student body, and is a stronger measure, flags would go to the classroom after all.
ADHD affects about 4% of the adult population.

In other words, you're not alone.

People with ADHD often have symptoms such as:

- Feelings of restlessness or impatience
- Procrastinating or disorganized
- Lacked easily
- Difficulty paying attention

If any of these symptoms sound familiar, you may qualify for a medical research study involving an investigational medication. Call for immediate evaluation. Eligible participants will receive a comprehensive psychiatric evaluation and compensation. Appointments always available.

ADULT ADHD STUDY

Orlando 407-644-1165
Lesebug 352-728-4646
Ask for Ext. 84
EXPOMania

what to know before you go

Critical Tips for Career EXPO Success

How to Work an EXPO Presentation

Resume Critiques

don’t forget to bring your resume

Mcck Interviews

- advanced registration required - Email jm@mckcentral.edu 407.823.3361 or stop by the Career Resource Center

EXPOsure to hiring events...

- leading EMPLOYERS conduct all event sessions

RESUMES OFFERED FROM:

CENDANT

Friday, September 12, 2003
1:00 - 4:00 pm
Pegasus Ballroom - Student Union

Sponsored by the Career Resource Center
Unit of Academic Development and Retention
Division of Student Development and Enrollment Services

great Skin is in. MAR Y KAY®

From head to toe, get soft, glowing, look-at-me-vegas® skin care is the quick, easy way to a beautiful complexion. And Velvet body care helps rev you up. Perfect for your on-the-go’ life. Call or email me to try Today! Great for men too!

In the Summer Sweepstakes Enter online at MaryKay.com or call me (407) 389-4500 and you may win a trip for two. Your work is important. No purchase necessary. Must be 15 yrs or older to win.

JENNIFER HAGSAN
INDEPENDENT BEAUTY CONSULTANT
Shop 24/7 at www.marykay.com/jhagasan

www.marykay.com/jhagasan

15% discount off your 1st sale
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DCI Biologicals invites you to make magic—

DONATE PLASMA

Call or come by—Make magic and save a life.

DCI Biologicals of Orlando
321-235-9100
1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500
Permit Regulations
A permit is required for all motor vehicles parked on campus.
Permits MUST be ordered online, and can be picked up at the South Garage or mailed to your home.
Daily permits are available.
Vehicle assistance offered by Parking Services
• Jumpstart your car
• Call a tow truck
• Inflate tires
• Give directions
Transportation Services:
UCF offers shuttles to and from off campus apartment complexes including:
• Pegasus Pointe
• Pegasus Landing
• Jefferson Commons
• Village at Alafaya Club
• Village at Science Drive
• University House
• Boardwalk
• Research Park
• College Station
• Arbor Apartments
• Collegiate Village Inn
• Northgate Lakes
• Riverwind
• Tivoli
*Shuttle operates on days only except Saturdays
How to get your parking permit
1. Order your parking permit online at www.parking.ucf.edu (complete instructions are online)
2. Pay for your permit
   • Avoid the lines. Pay online with Credit Card and have your permit mailed to you.
   • Pay online and opt to pick up your permit.
   • Pay with personal check, cash, or Credit Card at Parking Services Office.
Your permit must be ordered online!
www.parking.ucf.edu
For info call: (407) 823-5812
Student Escort Patrol Service (S.E.P.S.) provided by the UCF Police Department
Escorts for students on campus at night.
Call (407) 823-2424
2003-04 parking permits will be available July 14, 2003.